far field virtual gallery is optimized for desktop/laptop experience, but can be accessed
using a VR headset or newer generation smartphone (iphone X / Samsung Galaxy
S10). Check this site for device compatibility info.
It may take a minute or several to load, please be patient and while you are waiting try
one of these tasks:
● Take 3-5 deep breaths. Notice how the air fills your ribcage and allows for your
ribs and chest to drop and soften, as it exits your body.
● Drink a glass of water. Notice the sensation and temperature of the water and
how your body responds as you intake the liquid. Does it have a taste?
● Take a journey through the corners and ridges of the space or room you are
within with your eyes. Feel how your gaze can trace lines of connection and
energetic tethers between objects, colors, textures, and beings within your
space.

We suggest following these tips when accessing the immersive virtual gallery:
● Connection to wifi is necessary
● Use headphones for optimal sound experience/ there is sound spatialization
within the room
● Use a fully charged or plugged in device
● Use Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, or Safari Web Browser. For optimal
performance, close any tabs that use live-updating ie google docs and facebook
and/or streaming music or video.
● **If the Mozilla Hubs link is having trouble loading or you encounter technical
difficulties within the space try exiting/refreshing the page and trying again
● Take some time in the beginning to personalize your avatar as prompted in
Mozilla Hubs
● If using a laptop, use the keyboard to navigate the space w(move forward),
a(move left), s(move backward),d(move right), q(turn left), and e(turn right).
Press g to ‘fly’ through and around the space.
● If using a phone, use your pinch (zoom) in to move forward and pinch out to
move backwards, swipe left / right and up / down to rotate and shift gaze
● Explore at your own pace/take as much time as you need
● You are able to communicate with other attendees by unmuting yourself and
talking via your device microphone
● Please feel free to email any comments/questions/accessibility
requests/feedback/technical issues to farfieldproject@gmail.com

